RefuSHE

HASHTAGS & HANDLES

The official hashtags for our organization are: #WeAreRefuSHE #RefuSHE and #RefuSHEMade

Keep us in the loop by mentioning us! We love to retweet, comment, and share our supporters' posts.

@weareRefuSHE

SAMPLE POSTS

- Piece by piece, one girl at time @WeAreRefuSHE. Heshima Kenya is now RefuSHE. Learn more at RefuSHE.org.
- Heshima Kenya is now RefuSHE! Join us in celebrating an organization dedicated to protecting, nurturing, empowering refugee girls. Learn more at RefuSHE.org
- Changing the world, one girl at a time. Learn more at RefuSHE.org.
- We are RefuSHE, a community for refugee girls, by refugee girls. Learn more at RefuSHE.org.
- @weareRefuSHE is a place where young refugee girls can heal, learn, and thrive. Learn more about their work at Fashion Challenge X on April 12th! RefuSHE.org/FashionChallengeX

If you have any questions please contact MSidhu@RefuSHE.org